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ABSTRACT: The cholesteric mesophase of poly(y-benzyl L-gultamate) in concentrated so
lutions of helicogenic solvents was investigated by the laser-light scattering technique. The 
observed, elastic scattering intensity distributions are theoretically explained in terms of the 
cholesteric domains embedded in an optically active medium. Analysis of the scattering patterns 
provides information on the identity period and sense of the cholesteric twisting. 
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The laser-light scattering technique has been de
veloped to characterize the supramolecular struc
ture of polymeric systems in solution and in the 
liquid and solid states. In this series of papers, we 
study the application of this technique to the supra
molecular structure of polypeptides in concentrated 
solutions and in solids. 

A number of reports have been published on the 
supramolecular structure of polymer liquid crystals. 
There are even a few papers dealing with the 
application of the scattering technique for analyzing 
the cholesteric pitch1•2 or to qualitatively the orien
tation correlations (which exist in solutions and in 
solids) and variation in these with solvent, film 
preparing conditions3.4 and applied fields. 5 Our 
main purpose in this paper is to gain some insight 
into the elastic light scattering behavior of choles
teric liquid crystals so as to further expand applica
bility of this technique. 

We shall study, both theoretically and experimen-
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tally, elastic light scattering from the cholesteric 
mesophase of .polypeptides in concentrated so
lutions of helicogenic solvents. In EXPERIMEN
TAL section we discuss typical laser light scatter
ing patterns from the cholesteric liquid crystals of 
poly(y-benzyl L-glutamate) (PBLG). The scattering 
at very small momentum transfer 1 q 1 = 
(4n/.l.)sin(0'/2) (.l., wavelength of light in medium; 
0', the scattering angle in the medium) depends 
on the shape of the cholesteric domain as a 
whole as will be described in THEORETICAL 
ANALYSIS section. At an intermediate momen
tum transfer, 1 q I= 0 (I IS) where Sis one half of the 
cholesteric pitch P, the scattering intensity reaches a 
maximum. This scattering maximum is attributed to 
diffraction arising from the cholesteric pitch/·2 ·6 the 
scattering vector qm of the maximum intensity and S 
being interrelated by Bragg's equation, 

qm=2n/S or 2Ssin(Om'/2)=.l. (I) 

In THEORETICAL ANALYSIS section, we give 
a theoretical interpretation of the observed "choles
teric scattering patterns" (i.e., the scattering arising 
from cholesteric twisted structure at q c::::. qm). We 
verify eq I and also find that t.he observed distortion 
of the "cholesteric scattering patterns" under Hv 
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condition in terms of their dependencies on the 
azimuthal angle p is due to the effect of "form 
optical rotation"7 on the scattering patterns.6 •8 ·9 

The manner of distortion in the Hv patterns 
determines the sense of cholesteric twisting in the 
cholesteric liquid crystals (see THEORETICAL 
ANALYSIS section, 3) and the simultaneous de
termination of the sense and the pitch of the 
twisting is of value in making a systematic in
terpretation of the twisting mechanism as a function 
of concentration, temperature, and solvents (see 
DISCUSSION section). 

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

1. Test Specimens and Apparatus 
PBLG samples were prepared by polymerizing N

carboxyanhydride of y-benzyl L-gultamate in a mix
ture of dioxane-dichloromethane (I: 1 v(v) with 
triethylamine as an initiator. The polymers were 
further fractionated, and the samples used in this 
work have the heterogeneity index (Mw/Mn) ap
proximately equal to 1.3 from gel-permeation chro
matography (GPC) measured on a dimethylform
amide solution. The PBLG specimens have molecu
lar weight of 1.0 x 105 according to viscosity meas
urements in dichloroacetic acid at 25°C. 

The PBLG specimens were dissolved into various 
helicogenic solvents such as m-cresol, 1, I ,2,2-tetra
chloroethane (TCE), dioxane, and dichloroethane 
(DCE). The solutions were enclosed in glass cells of 
1 mm in thickness. The cell was placed in a tempera
ture enclosure whose temperature was regulated 
within ± 0.25°C. 

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the laser 
light-scattering apparatus used in this work. A 
plane-polarized laser beam (He-Ne laser of 20mW, 
A0 = 6328 A) was used as the incident source. The 
polarization direction of the beam was rotated by a 
polarization rotator (its essential part being a Jc0 /2-
retardation plate). The sample cell of 10mm di
ameter and 1 mm thick was placed in a temperature 
enclosure mounted on a horizontal xy stage. The 
scattered light intensity was recorded through an 
analyzer onto polaroid land pack films or by a TV 
camera system composed of a CCTV camera (sili
cone vidicon, NEC model TI-302A), Video Tape 
Recorder and TV Monitor and capable of recording 
60 frames per second. 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the laser-light scatter
ing apparatus. 

PBLG-dioxane 16.9 wt% 
200 jlm 

Figure 2. Typical cholesteric liquid-crystalline texture 
of PBLG observed under polarized light microscope 
(polarization directions are vertical and horizontal, 
16.9 wt/0 dioxane solution). 

2. Results 
Figure 2 shows a typical cholesteric liquid

crystalline texture of PBLG observed by a polarized 
light microscopy (16.9 wt% dioxane solution). 
There is some confusion as to the concentration 
specifications in the literature on polypeptide liquid 
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PBLG-dioxane 16.9 wt/0 10 

Figure 3. Hy, VH, Vv, and HH light scattering patterns from 16.9 wt% dioxane solution of PBLG at room 
temperature. 

crystals. The concentration used here is in accord 
with the conventional definition, i.e., weight of 
polymer divided by that of solution. The dark and 
bright fringes in the micrograph reflect the twisting 
of IX-helical molecules in the cholesteric liquid crys
tals.10 The spacing S between the successive fringes 
corresponds to half the cholesteric pitch P, i.e., the 
distance over which the optical axes make one 
complete turn. 

Regular helicoidal twisting of the optical axes in 
the cholesteric texture gives rise to the optical 
diffraction shown in Figure 3, and the scattering 
intensity becomes maximum at the scattering angle 
Bm' satisfying the Bragg's eq I. Figure 3 shows 
typical "cholesteric scattering" with maximum in-

Polymer 1., Vol. 13, No.7, 1981 

tensity at 0 c::=. 7.5' (the scattering angle in air) under 
Hv, Vv, VH, and HH polarization conditions where 
the symbols A and Bin A 8 denote the polarization 
directions of the analyzer and the polarizer, re
spectively, and H and V denote the horizontal and 
vertical polarization, respectively. The depolarized 
components of the cholesteric scattering (i.e., the 
Hv and VH scattering) are maximum at odd mul
tiples of the azimuthal angle p = 45c (p = 0, and 90° 
being taken along meridian and equator), since the 
cholesterics with the directors n (a unit vector along 
the molecular axis) oriented at ± 45° directions with 
respect to the polarizer and analyzer axes have 
maximum induced dipole moments. On the other 
hand the polarized components of the cholesteric 
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PBLG-m-cresol 17.5 wt% 2 

Figure 4. Hv, VH, Vv, and HH light scattering patterns from 17.5 wt% m-cresol solution of PBLG at 
room temperature. 

scattering have maximum intensities at f.i.=90 and 
270°, i.e., at equator, for Vv and at f.i.=O and 180°, 
i.e., at meridian, for HH, since the cholesterics with 
the directors n oriented in vertical and horizontal 
directions have maximum induced dipole moments 
under Vv and HH polarization conditions, re
spectively. 

Close observation of the depolarized pattern 
shown in Figure 3, however, shows an anomaly in 
the f.i.·dependence of the "cholesteric scattering"; the 
intensities at f.i. = 45 and 225° are weaker than those 
at f.i.= 135 and 315° under Hv polarization. This 
distortion of the Hv pattern is a mirror image of 
that of the VH with respect to meridian; the VH 
scattering intensities at f.i. = 45 and 225° are stronger 
than those at f.i.= 135 and 315°. Thus we can write 
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(2a) 

or 

The distortion in the Hv and VH patterns strongly 
suggests that it originates from an effect of the 
optical activity on the light scattering, as will be 
discussed, in detail, in THEORETICAL ANAL
YSIS section. 18 Moreover from the discus
sions in THEORETICAL ANALYSIS section, 
one can see that the distortion of the "cholesteric 
pattern" is attributed to an extraordinary large 
"form-optical" rotatory power of the cholesteric 
liquid crystals 7 •11 •12 and that the sense of the distor
tion of the depolarized light scattering patterns is 
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Figure 5. OptiCal set-up in the scattering experiment, and the definitions of the angles ljJ 1 , 1/1 2 , ,t, 8, and 0 . 

determined by the sign of the rotatory power, i.e., 
the sense of the cholesteric twisting.22 The manner 
of the distortion in the depolarized patterns of 
Figure 3 indicates that the twisting for the PBLG in 
16.9 wt% dioxane solution is right.handed, as will 
be shown later in THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
section. 

Figure 4 shows the depolarized and polarized 
components of scattering from a 17.5 wt% PBLG 
solution in m-cresol at room temperature. The Hv 

and VH patterns are distorted in a manner similar to 
that in Figure 3, indicating right-handed cholesteric 
twisting. The p-dependences of Vv and HH patterns 
are also similar to those in Figure 3, except for the 
fact that the angular dependencies are somewhat 
obscured due to "speckling" of the scattering pat
tern in comparison with those in Figure 3. This 
pronounced speckling effect may be attributed to 
intra- and inter-particle interferences of "cholesteric 
domain" 13 (i.e., the region in which the helical axes 
of the cholesteric twisting have common orien
tation). This is obviously related to the size of the 
"cholesteric domain." The greater the size of the 
domain relative to the size of irradiated volume of 
sample, the more pronounced is the speckling effect. 
It may be worth noting that the cholesteric pitch P 
in Figure 4 is much larger than that in Figure 3. 

The Hv "cholesteric scattering" from the TCE 
solutions gave the same sense of distortion as that in 
Figures 3 or 4; these solutions thus have right
handed cholesteric twisting, while the twisting in the 
DCE solution had a sense of distortion opposite to 
those in Figures 3 and 4. The DCE.solution thus has 
negative rotatory power and left-handed cholesteric 
twisting.6 The sense of distortion in the depolarized 
"cholesteric scattering pattern" depends not only 
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on the solvent but also on temperature as dem
. onstrated in Figure 6 of ref 6, and as shown in 
Figures I 0 and II. 

It also depends on concentration as shown in 
Figure 10. The reversal in the sense of cholesteric 
twisting with temperature, and its dependence on 
solvents and concentrations provide basic infor
mation for understanding physics of cholesteric 
twisting. The investigation of this, however, is be
yond the scope of this paper. 

THEORETICAL ANALYSES 

In this section, we present a theoretical interpre
tation of the q dependence of "cholesteric 
scattering." 

I. Model 
Figure 5 shows an optical set-up for the scattering 

experiment. The incident beam is plane-polarized 
with its electric vector oriented at an angle t/1 1 from 
the vertical direction. The scattered beam is re
corded through an analyzer with its electric vector 
oriented at an angle t/1 2 by a two-dimensional 
detector as a function of q=(q, p), p being the 
azimuthal angle. The angles t/1 1, t/1 2 , and flare taken 
to be positive when an observer, facing the incident 
beam, sees the clockwise rotation of the respective 
vectors, according to the conventional definition in 
optics. The sample with thickness d is placed in 
between the polarizer and analyzer. 

It is well known that cholesteric liquid crystals 
possess extraordinarily high optical rotatory 
power, called "form optical rotation" that arises 
from the twisted structure of the cholesteric liquid 
crystals7 •11 •12 rather than from the intrinsic optical 
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activity of a-helical molecules. Owing to the effect of 
this form optical rotation, the electric vector £ 1 of a 
plane-polarized incident beam is rotated into £ 2 

while it traverses over a distance x before reaching 
the scattering element. The electric vector £ 3 of the 
scattered light is also subjected to a rotation into £ 4 

before it leaves the sample. Under this condition 
where the effect of optical activity on the scattering 
is significant, the scattered intensity distributions 
cbserved under V H and Hv polarizations should be 
affected by the polarized components of the scat
tered light, resulting in the distortion of the de
polarized patterns. 

The angle p by which the electric vector of the 
incident beam is rotated, after travelling the dis
tance x, is given by 

p=Kx (3) 

where K is the parameter which defines the optical 
ratatory power of the cholesteric liquid crystal. 
According to the conventional optical definition, we 
define K to be positive when an observer, facing the 
incident beam sees the clockwise rotation of the 
electric vector. £ 2 is thus given by, 

E2 =£0 [sin(l/! 1 +p)Y+cos (1/1 1 +p)i] (4) 

where £ 0 is the field strength of the incident light, 
and j) and i are unit vectors along y and z axes, 
respectively. 

In the case in which cholesteric liquid crystal 
forms a homogeneous medium having constant 
optical properties (such as cholesteric pitch P and 
the birefringence and a perfect orientation of 
the helical axis (£1 in Figure 6) of the cholesteric 
twisting in a direction parallel to the propagation 
direction of the incident beam, K is simply given 
by,7.10 

(5) 

if the cholesteric pitch P is much larger than the 
wavelength of the incident light, as in our experi
ment. In eq 5, ic0 is the wavelength of light in 
vacuum. However in the analyses of THEO
RETICAL ANALYSIS sections 3. and 4, K is 
treated as an adjustable parameter which describes 
the "effective" optical rotatory power of the me
dium for a given cholesteric domain, and so eq 5 is 
not used. This is because in real systems, the 
orientation of the helical axes £1 are not perfect but 
more or less random.- Orientational disorders 
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Cholesteric Domain 

Figure 6. Scattering model of the domain of the cho
lesteric liquid crystal. 

should result in an effective K having a value much 
less than that predicted by eq. 5. 

It should be noted that the positive (right-handed 
or clockwise) optical rotatory power of cholesteric 
liquid crystals (i.e., K> 0) indicates the right-handed 
twisting of the optical axes in the cholesteric liquid 
crystals. 14 

The "cholesteric domain" in which the helical 
axes of the cholesteric twisting (as designated by 
unit vector £1 in Figure 6) have a common orien
tation is assumed to have a rectangular parallel
piped shape of length L along the twisting axis £1 

and lateral width D along the y 1 axis and T along 
the x 1 axis, as shown in Figure 6. The optical axis as 
designated by unit vector d (identical to the director 
n in the literature of the liquid crystals15 ) is oriented 
normal to £1 and twisted helicoidally around the 
axis £1 . The twist angle w is a function of only z1 , 

giving rise to alternating bright and drak fringes 
perpendicular to £1 with the spacing S=P/2, under 
the polarized light microscope. 

In this paper we simplify the problems of cal
culating the "cholesteric scattering" by assuming £, 
to be randomly oriented in a plane YOZ, normal to 
the incident beam. This assumption hardly affects 
the generality of the conclusions drawn in this work. 
Moreover from the phase factor, exp [i(q · r)], in the 
scattering equation we can state that the orientation 
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correlation in the plane YOZ normal to incident 
beam makes the greatest contribution to the angular 
dependence of the scattered light with respect to q, 
compared to the orientation correlation in .any 
other planes (e.g., the orientation correlation in 
XOZ plane makes negligible contribution to the 
angular dependence of the scattered light since 
q·rc:o:O under this circumstance). The generalized 
'treatment will be presented in a forthcoming paper 
and be based on the three dimensional random 
orientation of the cyclindrical "cholesteric 
domain." 13 

2. Elastic Scattering from the "Cholesteric 
Domains" 

In this section, we first calculate elastic scattering 
from a single cholesteric domain with a given 
orientation as specified by an angle rx in Figure 6 
embedded in an optically inactive, isotropic me
dium.23 In THEORETICAL ANALYSIS section 
3, we generalize the treatment so as to account for 
optical activity of the medium. 

In the context of the Born approximation, the 
scattering amplitude A in the Fraunhofer limit (i.e., 
far-field amplitude) is given by 

A=C I dr(M·O)exp[i(q·r)] (6) 

where Cis the constant related to absolute intensity, 
and 

q=(2n/A.)(s' -s0 ) (7) 

s' and s0 are the unit vectors along the propagation 
directions of the scattered ray and ir.cident ray, 
respectively (see Figure 6). 

s' =(cos O)i+ (sin 0 sin p)j 

+(sin 0 cos p)i 

(8) 

(9) 

where i, y, and i are unit vectors along x, y, and z 
axes. 0 is a unit vector along the electric vector of 
the analyzer and is given by 

Ov=( -sin p1)i+(cos p1)i (10) 

for vertical polarization 

OH=(-sin p2)i+(cos p2 )ji (II) 

for horizontal polarization 
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where16 

cos p1 =cos O'[cos20' +sin20' cos21l]- 1i2 (12) 

cos Pz =cos O'[cos20' +sin20' sin2ft]- 112 (13) 

The induced dipole moment M depends on the 
orientation of the optical axis d, orientation of the 
electric vector of the polarizer (whose unit vector is 

designated as e) and optical indicatrices of the 
scattering element, (assumed to have uniaxial an
isotropy with polarizabilities rx1 and rx2 parallel and 
perpendicular to the optical axes d, respectively), 

M=E0 [6(e·d)d+b,e] (14) 

where ()=(rx, -rx2), optical anisotropy, and b,= 
rxz- rx" rxs being the polarizability of the medi
um. e is equal to i for the vertically polarized 
incident beam and y for horizontally polarized 
beam. dis given by, 

d=(sin w)i+(cos w cos rx)j-(cos w sin rx.)i (15) 

where w is the twist angle, varying with z 1. For the 
homogeneous twisting of the optical axis, 

w=w(z1) =(2n/ P)z1 ( 16) 

In the forthcoming paper we shall consider the 
effect of inhomogeneous twisting, i.e., nonlinear 
variation of w with z1.13 We shall treat 6 and b, as 
constants within the domain, i.e., the domain is 
homogeneous with 6 and b,. 

From eq 6 to 16, the scattering amplitude for a 
given domain oriented at an angle rx, A(rx.), is given 
by 

A(rx.) = CDTj0(n; (1 -cos 0')) 

I L/2 

x dz 1(M·O) 
-L/2 

c:o:CDTj0(+qD sin (rx-p)) 

x f L;
2 dz 1(M·O)exp[ -qz1 cos (rx-p)] 

-L;2 (17) 
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where j 0(x) is the zeroth-order spherical Bessel G(IX, f1)=4Jo(gW)-2igWJoz(_
2
1 gW) (29) 

function of the first kind. The Hv scattering at 
relatively small scattering angles, AHJIX), is given and, 
by,z4 p = b,/l) = (1X2 -1X,)/(1X1 -1X2 ) (30) 

AHJIX) =- cl B(IX, p)F(IX, IL) sin 21X 

C1 =(l/8)LE0 CDb 

(18) 

(19) 

B(IX, {1)=)0 ( +qD sin 0' sin (IX- 11)) (20) 

F(IX, {1)={2j0(gW)+j0((g+m)W)+ ) 0((g-m)W) 

-+{2gWj0 2( +gW) 

+(g+m)Wj0 2 ( +(g+m)W) 

+(g-m)Wj0 2 ( +(g-m)W) ]} (21) 

by noticing that 

cos p1 =cos p2 :;::::: 1, sin p1 =sin p2 

(M·O)H = --1-E0 !5 sin 21X cos 2 w(z1) 
v 2 

at small q's. q, W, and m in eq 21 are defined as 

W=qL 

m=A/(2S sin(tl'/2)) 

g=COS (1X-JL) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

Thus the scattered intensity (I AHJIX) ]2 ) becomes 
maximum at g= ±m, i.e., 

2S cos (1X-p) sin (0'/2)=).. (25) 

where S cos (IX- p) is the "effective identity period" 

of the cholesteric twisting for a given q. The scat
tered intensity at JL =IX becomes maximum at the 

scattering angle Om' satisfying eq 1. It is very impor

tant to note that homogeneous twisting gives rise 
only to the first-order scattering maximum, but to 
no higher order maxima. 

Similarly, the scattering amplitudes under other 

polarization conditions can be calculated, 

Av"(1X)=AHJ1X) (26) 

AH"(IX)= 2KB(1X, p) [F(IX, p) cos21X+pG(1X, p)] (27) 

AvJ1X)=2KB(1X, IL)[F(IX, p) sin2 1X+pG(1X, p)] (28) 

where, 
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3. Effect of Form Optical Rotation 
Now we generalize the problem in THEORET

ICAL ANALYSES section 2 for a case in which a 
single cholesteric domain is embedded in a homo

geneous medium having the effective optical ro
tatory power K as defined by eq 3. 

The effect of the optical rotation on the elastic 

scattering was first explored by Stein and Picot9 on 

spherulitic scattering. We can adopt the same prin

ciple as that established by Stein and Picot, remark

ing that their amplitudes Av"' AH"' AH"' and Av,. are 
constant, indepent of IX, but that our amplitudes are 

dependent on IX, thus giving rise to an important 

difference in the calculation technique of these two 

cases. 

The horizontal and vertical component of the 

scattered field (E3)H and (E4)H are given, in terms of 

the scattered amplitudes AH,., AH"' Av"' and Av"' by 

(E3 )H=AHJ1X) sin (1/1 1 +p)+AHJ1X) COS (1/1 1 +p) 

(31) 

(E3 )v=AvJ1X) cos (1/1 1 +p)+AvJ1X) sin (1/1 1 +p) 

(32) 

The plane of polarization of the scattered field E3 is 

again rotated when it traverses the medium to result 
in E4, the horizontal and vertical components being 
given by 

where 

(E4)H = (E3 )v sin p' + (E3 )H cos p' 

(E4 )v = (E3 )v cos p'- (E3 )H sin p' 

p'=K(d-x)jcos 0' 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

K is the effective optical rotatory power of the 
cholesterics as defined by eq 3. Thus the scattering 
amplitude transmitted by an analyzer oriented at an 

angle 1/12 as in Figure 5, E'P'"'P'' is given by, 

O'=sin I/Jzj+.cosl/f2 i 

From eq 31 to 37, if follows that 

EHJIX, x)=E'P,=O .'P,=9o 

=[Av,(IX) cos p+AvJ1X) sin p] sin p' 

(36) 

(37) 
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+[AH"(a) sin p+AHv(a) cos p] cos p' 
(38) 

The average scattered intensity IH" is given by, 

IH dxf
2

n daEH (a, x)EH* (a, x) 
" 2nd o o " " 

=IAHY Ql +IAv,l Q2+IAH"I2 Q3+1AvY Q4 

+2Re(Av"A:J. +AHvAtJ Qs 

+2Re(AH"A:J.) Q6 +2Re(AH"At) Q7 

+2Re(Av"A:J.) Q8 +2Re Q9 (39) 

where the terms I AH" 1
2, Re (Av "A :I.) and etc. are 

obtained by numerical integration of the respective 
quantities with a, e.g., 

I AHv 12 = f 
2

0
n daAHJa)A:JJa) (40) 

while the terms like Q1 are obtained following 
integration of the corresponding terms with x, e.g., 

Q1 dx cos2p cos2p' 
d 0 

(41) 

The terms Q; have already been calculated by Stein 
and Picot and are equal to Q;' in eq 24 of reference 
9. Needless to say, eq 39 is based on the assumption 
of independent scattering from the cholesteric do
mains. Similary, VH scattering intensity is given by, 

lv"=l Av" 1
2 Ql +I AHY Q2 +I AvY Q3 +I AH" 1

2 Q4 

+2 Re(AH"At" +AH"At) Qs 

-2 Re(Av"At.) Q6 -2 Re(Av,,A*H.)Q7 

-2 Re(AH"A:J)Q9 (42) 

Noticing that at small 0, Q3"' Q4, Q6 "' Q7, and 
Q8 "' Q9, it follows that, 

IH,(q, p; -K)=IH,(q, p+90; K) 

=lv.(q, p; K) (43) 

Thus, the distortion of the Hv or VH pattern 
depends on the sign of K, i.e., the sense of choles
teric twisting. The VH pattern is obtained by a 90'
rotation of the Hv pattern around the incident beam 
axis, as found in the experimental patterns shown in 
Figures 3 and 4. 
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4. Results 
Numerical calculations of the elastic scattering 

from the cholesteric domains are performed for a 
given set of the parameters; L/S= 16 and D/L=2 as 
a function of Kd and p=(a2 -a,)j(a1 -a2 ). The 
value of D/ L = 2 is arbitrarily chosen, but the 
conclusions drawn hereafter are completely inde
pendent of this choice. 

Figure 7 shows the calculated Hv scattering pat
terns from the cholesteric twisted structure for 
p= -1/3. When Kd=0°, the medium is optically 
inactive, and the form optical rotation has no effect 
on the scattering pattern, so that the Hv pattern has 
a fourfold symmetry in terms of the It-dependence, 
with maximum intensity at odd multiples of p=45°. 
The contour patterns are plotted as a function of the 
reduced scattering vector W (eq 22) and azimuthal 
angle fl. The "'cholesteric scattering" has a maxi
mum intensity at Om' satisfying the Bragg equa
tion I and consequently at W m satisfying 

as seen in Figure 7. 

The X-type small angle scattering pattern at 
W 80 reflects the scattering from the cholesteric 
domain as a whole, its angular dependencies with 11 
and W being a function of D and L, the dimensions 
of the domain. The greater the shape anisotropy of 
the domain, the larger the It-dependence of the 
scattering. The larger the dimensions, the more the 
scattering appears at small q. The small-angle scat
tering, designated as "'rod-like scattering," is 
throughly discussed in our previous paper.8 

The greater the value of Kd, i.e., the greater the 
effect of the form optical rotation, the more distort
ed is the Jt-dependence of the pattern. When the 
medium has a positive optical rotatory power (i.e., 
K>O), the intensity at p=45 and 225° is weaker 
than that at Jl= 135 and 315°. The small-angle rod

like scattering patterns are also distorted but their 
distortions are opposite to those for the "cholesteric 
scattering" patterns. 17 

Figure 8 shows the effect of changing the sign of 
K on the Hv scattering pattern for the same set of 
the parameters as those in Figure 7. It is shown that 
the negative K, i.e., the negative optical rotatory 
power of the medium, gives rise to the pattern 
distorted in direction opposite to the pattern for the 
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Figure 7. Calculated Hv scattering pattterns from the cholesteric twisted structure as a function of the 
optical activity Kd; L/S= 16, D/L=2, and p= -1/3. 

Hv 

Figure 8. Effect .of sign K (optical rotatory power) on Hv scattering pattern; L/S= 16, DJL=2, and 
p= -1/3. 

positive K. This result confirms eq 43 and provides a 
method for determining the sense of the optical 
rotatory power and therefore the sense of the 
cholesteric twisting. 

Figure 9 shows the effect of changing the pa
rameter p=(rx2 -rxs)/(rx1 -rxz) on the Hv scattering 
pattern for the same set of parameter as in Figures 7 
and 8, i.e., L(S= 16, D(L=2, and Kd=600. 
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Hv PITCH=5.0 Q=I.O Kd = so• 
0' o' 

P= 1/3 P=-3/4 

Figure 9. Effect of the parameter p=(rx.2 -rx.,)/(rx.1 -rx.2 ) on Hv scattering pattern; L/S= 16, D/L=2, and 
Kd=60. 

Although the parameter p affects the "rod-like 
scattering" appearing at small q, the "cholesteric 
scattering at large q is hardly affected by the 
parameter p. This is quite reasonable in view of the 
fact that the "rod-like scattering" depends not only 
on the spatial orientation correlation but also on the 
density correlation, and is consequently dependent 
of the parameter p. However the "cholesteric scat
tering" depends only on the orientation correlation, 
and is consequently independent of the parameter p. 
Thus the sign of the rotatory power can be un
ambiguously determined from the distortion of 
the depolarized "cholesteric scattering" pattern. 
However the value p is prerequisite for estimating 
the sign from the depolarized "rod-like scattering." 

DISCUSSION 

According to the principles established in 
EXPERIMENTAL section and THEORETICAL 
ANALYSIS section, we estimated the spacing S 
(from eq 1) and the sense of cholesteric twisting. We 
take S to be positive when K is positive, i.e., the 
cholesteric system has positive rotatory power and 
right-handed twisting according to Uematsu et a/. 14 

Figures 10 and 11 show plots of reciprocal S 
(associated with the helical twisting power of the 
cholesterics) against temperature for the 
PBLG-TCE system and PBLG-,m-cresol system, 
respectively. The scattering maximum of the de
polarized "cholesteric pattern" was observed to 
shift toward smaller angles with increasing tempera-
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Figure 10. Plot of I IS (helical twisting power of the 
cholesterics) against temperature for II. I and 15.8 wt% 
TCE solutions of PBLG. 

ture up to TN at which the maximum disappears. 
With a further increase in temperature the scatter
ing maximum was observed to appear again and to 
shift toward larger scattering angles. Thus, the 
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Figure 11. Plot of 1/S against temperature for 
19.5 m-cresol solution of PBLG. 

cholesteric pitch increases and approaches infinity 
at TN with increasing temperature. The pitch de
creases with a further increase in temperature. The 
patterns are distorted in opposite directions below 
and above TN, reflecting the change in sign K from 
positive to negative. 

These results indicate that the temperature TN is a 
function of polymer concentration (Figure 10 for 
PBLG-TCE system) and solvent (polymer-solvent 
interaction, cf Figures 10 and 11). The reversal of 
the sign demonstates that there are two counter
balancing forces causing the twisting. The investi
gations of this, however, is beyond the scope of this 
work. The negative sign of S for the PBLG-DCE 
system at room temperature6 may result from the 
fact that TN for this system is lower than room 
temperature. The simultaneous estimations of the 
sense and the pitch of the cholesteric twisting thus 
help to provide a systematic understanding of the 
physics underlying in this twisted system. 
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23. In a real system, a given cholesteric domain is 
surrounded by other cholesteric domains, so that 
there· may be no isotropic phase as assumed in our 
model. Thus, the surrounding medium is generally 
anisotropic, having polarizabilities IX" and IX,2 par
allel and perpendicular to their optical axes. In this 
treatment we assume the medium has an average 
polarizability IX,= + IX,2)/2. This assumption is 
good for our systems in which scattering dominantly 
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arises from anisotropy fluctuations (or orientation 
fluctuations) rather than from density fluctuations 
caused by difference in the average polarizabilities 
between the cholesteric domain and the surrounding 
medium. 

24. It should be noted that at small scattering angles, 
) 0(nT(l-cos fi')/A)-->1 unless T is extraordinarily 
large compared with L and D. 
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